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Avalanche: 

This project was done using a highly procedural approach in Houdini. After the tracking and 

3D solving, tracking points were imported to Houdini and dummy geometry of the mountain 

was generated automatically based on these points. I then create a patch onto this dummy 

geometry that birthed the base particle simulation. This simulation is responsible for the 

main movement of the avalanche. Secondary particles were simulated on top wherever the 

base simulation was moving above a set threshold. This gave the high details visible in the 

front. A high resolution smoke simulation was also created based on the base particle 

simulation. All the particles were converted into volumes. This created a seamless blend 

between the two particle layers and the smoke simulation. Rendering was done using 

Mantra. Nuke was used for compositing. Clean plates were painted in Nuke and projected 

onto the automatically generated dummy geometry to easily clean the backplate. This 

technique was also used to blend the CG snow with the real snow. The CG snow was 

rendered out without colours from Houdini, so a lot of colour grading was done in Nuke to 

match it with the backplate. This project was completed in 8 weeks. 

 

OSCAR: 

This was a group project. In the first shot I was responsible for the pillow explosion and 

feather simulation, and the compositing. I created a feather asset for Houdini which can 

procedurally generate and animates feathers of almost any kind. These feathers were 

attached to a particle system to simulate the flying feathers. The pillow casing was exploded 

using simple spring dynamics and projected textures. A roto shape of the person was 

created in Nuke, and then projected onto a basic dummy geometry in Houdini. This made it 

easy to get feathers going in front and behind his head. It was rendered using Mantra, and 

comped using Nuke. 

In the second shot I did all work except for the wall cracking effect visible on the back wall. I 

used the same technique as in the last shot to create the feathers in the back. The feathers 

close to the camera was filmed against a black screen, and tracked and comped on top of 

the shot. The project was completed in 7 weeks. 

 

Flood: 

The shots were based on photos which were then altered in Photoshop. They were then 

projected onto dummy geometry in Maya, and 3D models of tables, chairs and a bicycle 



were added. Camera motions were also added, and the scenes were rendered using Mental 

Ray. The fluids were simulated in RealFlow, and rendered using Krakatoa in 3ds Max. Rigid 

body simulations were also created in RealFlow. Nuke was used for the compositing. 

 

AI Ant Crowd Simulator: 

 

This Python script was written in 2 weeks, and is able to simulate crowds of ants using 

simple artificial intelligence. The ants are aware of each other, have energy levels, and can 

have certain behaviours set to them. Their legs are moved individually depending on where 

each agent wants to go, meaning their legs will always move in a realistic way and never 

slide. I did not model the ant. 


